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ABSTRACT

We assess the literature that uses either experimental (lottery) methods or student-level growth-based methods to infer the causal impact of attending a charter school on student performance. We focus on the evidence on math and reading scores. We test that none of the effects is positive and, conversely, that none of the effects is negative. We find compelling evidence that charter schools underperform traditional public schools in some locations, grades, and subjects, and outperform them in other locations, grades, and subjects. We examine the distribution of effect sizes suggested by the existing work, using various methods to weight one study relative to another. We find a fairly wide range of estimated effects. Two cases in which charter schools appear quite frequently to outperform traditional public schools are elementary school reading and middle school math, although the effect sizes are small in the latter case. Conversely, charter schools often significantly underperform in high school reading and math. The lack of rigorous studies in many parts of the nation limits the ability to extrapolate.
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INTRODUCTION

The volume of research on charter schools and achievement has mushroomed over the last half decade. However, the majority of studies has used relatively unsophisticated “snapshots” of student achievement at a single point in time, or has instead looked at changes in test scores in a given grade over time without accounting for the fact that a school enrolls different students in that grade in different school years. Such methods can be quite misleading because charter schools do not attract “typical” students, and the demographic background of schools’ populations can fluctuate from year to year. A number of studies, both national and statewide, suggest that charter schools disproportionately attract minority students and students from less affluent backgrounds. Without taking these differences into account, academic studies may be prone to understating the benefits of attending charter schools.

The Charter School Achievement Consensus Panel (2006) documents these patterns, and argues that these “snapshot” approaches are unlikely to produce unbiased estimates of the causal effect of attending a charter school on a student’s achievement. The same paper argues that there are two sets of approaches that provide more accurate results. The first is to compare those who win and lose lotteries to attend a given charter school. Only three papers have used this approach to date, and the total number of charter schools studied in these three papers is just under fifty. The next best approach, argues the Consensus Panel, is to use one of several variations of value-added models. These models follow individual students over time and examine improvement in test scores over time. This approach is helpful because it takes into account a student’s past academic history. Although these approaches were selected as the two best, both are susceptible to various potential weaknesses.¹

1. The primary weakness of lottery-based studies is that, by definition, they focus solely on schools and grades for which the number of applicants exceeds the number of slots, which enables researchers to compare lottery winners to losers. It seems likely that such schools outperform other charter schools that are less popular. A secondary potential problem with lotteries is differential attrition among the lottery losers. For instance, suppose highly motivated parents who lose an admission lottery to kindergarten at a popular charter school opt for private school for their child. This would bias the results of the lottery analysis, potentially in favor of finding a positive “effect” of attending a charter school. The two primary weaknesses of the most rigorous form of the value-added model, the fixed-effect model, stem from the fact that identification comes from students who switch between charter and traditional public schools. In elementary schools, many students start in charter schools and do not switch, so that it is hard to extrapolate fixed-effect results to such students. A more general issue is that fixed-effect models can control for unobserved heterogeneity among students only to the extent that the heterogeneity is fixed over time. But students who switch between the two types of schools may have done so due to unobserved factors that evolve over time. Given the small number of lottery studies, we have not attempted to compare results between these models and the growth models. However, the patterns of significance and signs of estimated effects are roughly similar between these two approaches: both lean toward findings of zero or positive charter school effects.
This paper provides an up-to-date review of charter school studies that utilize either of these approaches—randomization based on lotteries, or taking into account a student’s past achievement through value-added modeling. It may seem controversial to some readers that we would focus on a subset that constitutes roughly one-third of the literature. However, Betts, Tang, and Zau (2007), using data from San Diego, show that non-value-added models produce quite different results than the more sophisticated value-added models, and that the changes in estimated effects of charter schools are consistent with the idea that the weaker approaches fail to take into account the relatively disadvantaged backgrounds of students who attend charter schools. Further, Betts, Tang, and Zau attempt to replicate lottery-based evidence for one charter school in San Diego. They find that models that do not take into account students’ past achievement produce estimates far off the mark, but that value-added models can approximate the lottery-based findings much more closely.
METHODS AND PRACTICAL ISSUES

We use several approaches to summarize the results. First, we test whether we can reject two hypotheses. The first is that the effects of charter schools are never positive, and the second is that the effects are never negative. In a second approach, traditional vote-counting methods show the number of studies that yield positive and significant, insignificant (either negative or positive), or negative and significant results. This method is transparent and easy to understand. Researchers have criticized this approach because it might wrongly interpret a large number of studies that find “no significant results” when in truth each study has limited statistical power, perhaps due to small sample size. However, as we will show, in the charter school literature far more studies produce significant results than one would expect if small samples were biasing researchers toward concluding “no significant effects.” Our third approach is more direct: we study the range or “distribution” of effects regardless of statistical significance.

A recurring issue in this literature is that the existing papers are strongly clustered geographically. The clustering partly reflects the sharp variations in availability of high-quality student-level achievement data across states. In general, such “longitudinal” data from Texas, North Carolina, Florida, and individual districts in California have received the most attention. It could be misleading to use many studies of the same schools in the same years and to claim that those studies are independent of each other. On the other hand, we often see two or more studies examine charter schools in two different time spans that do not overlap or only very partially overlap. Such studies really do complement each other by providing new information. For this reason, we tend to include studies of the same area that use different time periods, while focusing on just one study in the case of two or more studies of virtually the same schools in the same time periods. For one case in which a multi-district study included all of the schools in a second smaller single-district study, with overlap between time periods studied, we chose the broader study. In a few cases we could not include a study because it did not report math and reading test scores separately, or because either the papers or the authors did not provide the information needed to convert results into effect sizes.

Table 1 shows the set of papers that are used for at least one of our three research methods, along with information on the geographic location and time span of the study.
We quickly realized that a review of the charter school literature can ask three quite distinct questions:

1. In the typical study, what is the effect of attending a charter school?

2. In the typical charter school studied, what is the effect of attending a charter school? (Here, by “typical,” we mean “when we average across the charter schools studied,” not “for a charter school with the typical curriculum and typical student demographics.”)
3. In the typical charter school and year studied, what is the effect of attending a charter school?

The first question, which we think many researchers at least subconsciously ask, averages results across studies. However, because studies vary widely in the number of charter schools in their samples, and the number of years studied, some papers contribute more to our general understanding of how charter schools are contributing to student achievement. For example, one study that examines 5 charter schools over two years inherently tells us less than another study of equal rigor that follows 200 charter schools over five years. Yet in answering the first question above, we weight these two hypothetical studies equally. The second and third questions are much more relevant to policymakers because they ask, in slightly different ways, how charter schools are faring in an average sense. To answer these questions we weight studies either by the number of charter schools included in each study, or the number of charter schools times the number of years of data. We will find that weighting in favor of studies that contain above-average numbers of charter schools sometimes yields different results than a more naïve unweighted review.

In many cases, we needed to request additional data from authors in order to include their work in our literature review. The most common data requests we made were for standard deviation of test scores (within grade), so that we could translate results from diverse testing systems into effect sizes, and for the number of charter schools included in the analysis. Comparisons across papers would be far simpler if authors routinely included these statistics.

---

2. One could also imagine weighting by the number of students in each charter school. Individual studies in fact do this, because charter schools with relatively more students within a study will contribute more to the estimate of the charter school coefficient than will charter schools with relatively fewer students. In theory, one could also weight across studies by the number of charter school students per study. But the number of students per charter school is not typically provided in existing studies, and further, it would take large variations in charter school size across studies for this reweighting to make much of a difference.

3. To make clear that we do not intend to browbeat our many colleagues, we ruefully admit that we had to re-analyze some of our own data to obtain the number of charter schools in specific regressions. We thank the many authors who speedily sent us data we requested. Another factor that sometimes arose was that the achievement metric was averaged across subject areas. For this reason, we could not use the results in Hanushek, Kain, Rivkin, and Branch (2007). Fortunately, we were able to use results from two other studies from Texas.
Method 1: Testing Whether Charter Schools in Any Study Underperform or Outperform Traditional Public Schools

Even if some studies indicate a negative or positive effect of charter schools on student achievement, we must exercise caution: even if the true effect is zero, because of random variations we should expect some fraction of studies to purport to find non-zero effects that are “statistically significant.”

Fortunately a method exists to test whether any of the estimated effects across independent studies are truly positive or negative. Fisher’s inverse Chi-squared test allows one to test the hypothesis that all the effects are zero or negative against the alternative that at least some of the effects are positive.\(^4\) A rejection of this hypothesis signals that at least one study in the sample truly does provide evidence of positive effects. Conversely, we can test the hypothesis that all the effects are zero or positive, against the alternative that at least some of the effects are negative. Rejection of the hypothesis in this instance would support the contention that at least some charter schools underperform traditional public schools.

For Fisher’s method to be valid, the studies that are used in the test must be statistically independent. For this reason, in some calculations we excluded the Betts et al. (2005) study of San Diego schools because the time period studied for a given set of grade levels overlapped with that of Zimmer et al. (2003), which covered roughly the same period for a variety of California districts.

Table 2 shows the probability that charter school effects are negative/zero or positive/zero for various combinations of studies. The top row shows the results when we combined all studies, regardless of whether they studied elementary, middle, and high schools together, one of these three grade spans individually, or combinations such as elementary/middle schools. For both reading and math, the probability that there are no positive effects of charter schools is miniscule, below 0.0001. The same applies to the probability that there are no studies showing true negative effects. The results suggest that in some instances charter school students learn less than they would in traditional public schools, and that in other instances charter school students learn more. Our analyses of the patterns of statistical significance and of effect sizes will echo this finding of heterogeneity across locations.

---

4. See, for instance, chapter 3 of Hedges and Olkin (1985).
The next row of table 2 strongly suggests that some elementary charter schools outperform in reading, and that none underperform. (More precisely, the probability of no negative effects is 89.8%. Conversely, the probability that none of the studies find a positive effect is only 1.0%.) For math, there is strong evidence that elementary charter schools both underperform and outperform, depending on the time and location.

As shown in the next line of table 2, when we add in two studies that include elementary and middle school students, there is strong evidence of both negative and positive charter school effects in both math and reading. The North Carolina study by Bifulco and Ladd (2006) drives the evidence of negative effects in reading.

### Table 2. Tests for Existence of Positive or Negative Effects of Charter Schools Among All Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDIES THAT INCLUDE CHARTER SCHOOLS FROM THE GRADE SPANS:</th>
<th>NUMBER OF STUDIES</th>
<th>PROBABILITY OF NO POSITIVE EFFECTS</th>
<th>PROBABILITY OF NO NEGATIVE EFFECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>READING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All studies</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.8982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary and Combined Elementary/Middle</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>0.0202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle and Combined Middle/High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.6724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All studies</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary and Combined Elementary/Middle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.5798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle and Combined Middle/High</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0311</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0767</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** The columns showing probabilities show the p-value, or probability, that there are either no positive effects or no negative effects. The row that shows “Middle and Combined Middle/High” school studies has the same number of studies as the row for “Middle” school studies. The reason for this is that when we added the one combined middle/high school study (Zimmer et al. 2003), we removed Betts et al. (2005) to minimize the chance of non-independent tests.
When we examine studies that focus on middle schools alone, there is ample evidence for both positive and negative effects on reading. For math, we find evidence of positive effects, but there is a very high (58%) probability that none of the studies show any negative effects.

When we add to the middle school studies a California study by Zimmer et al. (2003) that combines middle and high school grades, and drop the overlapping results from Betts et al. (2005) from San Diego, we find a quite high probability of no negative reading effects, but conversely, the quite high probability of no negative math effects falls from about 58% to 5%. It is not clear which of these estimates is preferable: the former study includes data from Los Angeles and San Diego at the secondary level, but it combines middle and high school students, unlike the other studies which focus on middle school students alone.

When we examine high school studies by themselves, we find evidence of both overperformance and underperformance, except that there is some evidence for no positive effects of charter high schools on math.

Overall, this analysis shows that the literature suggests that some charter schools outpace their traditional counterparts while other charter schools trail behind. Notably, there are two cases in which charter schools do not seem to underperform in any of the studies: elementary school reading and middle school math.

Method 2: Patterns of Statistical Significance

Armed with the knowledge that the literature in most cases provides statistically meaningful evidence of both positive and negative effects from attending a charter school, we next study the sign and level of statistical significance of the charter school variable in different studies.

We looked in each paper for the main estimate, and found that often papers provide separate estimates of effects of charter schools for elementary, middle, and high school students. Such papers contribute three estimates to our analysis. In other cases a paper will study just one grade span, and in a few cases the paper studies only overall effects of charter schools at “all” grades, that is, elementary, middle, and high schools. In this last case, we apply this estimate to our summary of what “all studies” show, but do not use them for our separate estimates by grade span.

For each study, we categorized the estimated charter school effects as either positive or
negative, and as either statistically significant or insignificant. By “significant,” we mean that there is less than a 5% chance that the estimated effect could have been as far away from zero if the true effect really were zero. Thus, we report each study as falling into one of four categories. It is useful to remember that, roughly speaking, if charter schools produce the same achievement gains as traditional public schools, then we should find about 2.5% of results are “negative and statistically significant,” and 2.5% are “positive and statistically significant.” We almost always found that far more results than 2.5% fell into each of these two categories. This is what the test of the last section detected: there is strong evidence in most grade spans and subject areas of locations in which charter schools outperform traditional schools, and of locations in which charter schools underperform.

Table 3 shows results for models of reading achievement. We aggregate the studies in three ways. The first method treats each result equally, and so provides an answer to the question: “In the typical study, what is the effect of attending a charter school?” The second and third columns instead give increased weight to the studies that include larger numbers of charter schools, and to those that have more observations of charter schools by year, respectively. In some cases, the way in which we aggregate the studies matters a great deal.

---

5. One interpretation of this finding is that, as we have stated, charters tend both to outperform and underperform traditional schools. A second possibility is publication bias, which would arise if “insignificant” results have a harder time making it into print. We don’t think this second interpretation drives the results, as “zero” results are just as relevant to policymakers as positive or negative results. Second, we have included many studies that, although vetted by conference attendees and others in the field, have yet to be formally published.
The first panel of table 3 shows that when we combine all studies, over one-third of them find positive and significant charter school effects. Although this evidence in favor of positive effects weakens when we weight studies by the number of charter schools included per study (because some studies included relatively small numbers of charter schools), when we instead weight by the number of charter schools times the number of years for which data were available, the results are virtually identical to the unweighted results.

The second panel of table 3 shows results for elementary schools. No studies find negative and statistically significant reading effects, and two-thirds find positive effects, most of
which are statistically significant. The evidence of positive effects weakens somewhat when we give more weight to studies with more charter schools and school years, but the overall picture of outperformance by charter schools remains.

When we add in studies that combine elementary and middle schools, we now find that some studies do produce statistically significant evidence of negative effects, but, depending on the weighting method used, the evidence suggests statistically significant positive effects for anywhere from one-half to two-thirds of the sample.

Middle school results that weight all studies equally suggest a disproportionate number of significant results, both negative and positive. In the estimates that weight by the number of charter schools or by the number of charter schools times the number of years of data, over 80% of results are positive (but only about 3%-7% of all results are positive and statistically significant, depending on which weight we use).

When we added to the middle school studies estimates that combined both middle school and high school grades, disproportionate shares of studies were either positive and significant or positive but not significant. The share of positive and significant results roughly triples when we add the combination schools, at least when we weight the results by the number of charter schools or by the number of charter schools times the number of years of data.

At the high school level, a U-shaped pattern emerges, with the majority of studies showing significant and positive or negative results. This pattern becomes especially strong when studies are weighted by the number of charter schools or by the number of charter schools times the number of years of data. For example, in the latter case, 52% of studies find negative and significant effects and 40% find positive and significant effects.

Table 4 shows the corresponding results for models of math achievement. As with the studies of reading achievement, far more than 5% of studies appear in the two “statistically significant” categories. There is ample evidence that at least some charter schools outperform and others underperform. As revealed by the Fisher test in the last section, middle school math results stand out in that literally none suggest a negative and significant effect of attending a charter school.6 The U-shaped pattern we found for reading in charter high schools does not appear in the math results, but a similar pattern emerges in several cases for math: the “all studies,” elementary, and elementary

---

6 One possible exception is the aforementioned California study that combined middle and high school students, which did seem to obtain a negative effect. Again, it is unclear whether the results in that one study reflect the districts studied, or the combination of middle and high school students.
and combined elementary/middle school studies. So again, we see strong signs that in some locations charter schools underperform, and in other locations they outperform. This appears most strikingly in the elementary and combined elementary/middle school math results. For instance, when we weight by the number of charter schools times the number of years of data, 29% of studies suggest negative and significant effects, and 70% suggest positive and significant effects. Notably, the negative effects derives mainly from the North Carolina study and from two studies of California districts up through 2002, while the 70% positive and significant result derives from a slightly more diverse set of areas: Texas, Delaware, New York City, and San Diego (in a study covering 2002 through 2006).

In the middle and higher grades, the effect of weighting studies tends to lower the percentage of studies with positive and significant estimated effects. This pattern is most striking at the high school level. If we simply combine all studies, without regard to the number of charter schools or years of data covered, about 17% show positive and significant effects, and 17% show negative and significant effects. But when we weight studies instead by the number of charter schools and years of data covered, the percentage of negative and significant results mushrooms to 69% and the percentage of positive significant results declines to just under 4%. More than any other result, this finding highlights the notion that merely averaging across studies, some of which have a relatively tiny sample of charter schools, can produce misleading estimates of what is happening at the typical charter school in the combined studies.

Together, the findings that math effects in charter middle schools are never negative and significant, but very often negative and significant at charter high schools, present a puzzle, and, at the high school level, a source of concern.

An overall assessment of these patterns is that for most of the 36 calculations shown in tables 3 and 4, the majority of estimated effects of charter schools are positive. This imbalance is sometimes mild, but in other cases, such as for reading scores in elementary schools, and for math scores in middle schools, the literature strongly suggests that charter schools are outperforming traditional public schools. There are important exceptions. Charter high schools appear to underperform significantly in math. In several cases we find considerable evidence of both positive and negative effects of charter schools.
Of course, we must be careful not to extrapolate wildly. Table 1 shows the relatively narrow geographic coverage of the value-added and lottery-based studies included in our review. At the high school level, our somewhat pessimistic conclusions for math derive from Texas, Idaho, Delaware, and a small number of large urban districts in California. Researchers obviously have huge and important frontiers yet to study.
Method 3: The Distribution of Effect Sizes

After confirming the statistical significance of both positive and negative differences in performance between charter schools and traditional public schools, it is natural to ask about the magnitudes of these differences. Our first approach toward understanding how large or small these effects typically are is simply to look at the median estimated effect size across studies. By effect size, we mean the estimated effect of attending a charter school for one year on test scores, measured as the proportion of one standard deviation of test scores in the given grade and year. A second approach shows the sizes of the effect at the 25th and 75th percentiles, and presents histograms of the effect size distributions.

Table 5 presents the median effect sizes by grade span and subject. The first column shows the unweighted medians. In this column, each estimate is given an equal weight regardless of how many schools or years are covered in the study. By giving greater weight to studies that examine more charter schools, the second column accounts for the fact that some studies cover only a few schools in a district while others cover an entire state. The median values in this column are calculated after weighting the estimates by the number of charter schools that the study covers. The third column additionally considers that some studies include only one year of gains in test scores across students, while others analyze performance over a much longer period, and weights by the number of schools times the number of years covered in the study. In this column, studies covering a large number of schools over a long period of time are given the most weight. Below each entry in this table is the number of observations, or the number of weighted observations.
Table 5. Median Effect Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Unweighted</th>
<th>(2) Weighted by # of schools</th>
<th>(3) Weighted by (# of schools) * (# of years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0305</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0175</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elementary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0863</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elementary and Combined Elementary/Middle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0363</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>.00519</td>
<td>.00519</td>
<td>.00519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>-.00460</td>
<td>.0220</td>
<td>.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle and Combined Middle/High</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>.00519</td>
<td>.00519</td>
<td>.00519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.00659</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>-.0206</td>
<td>-.215</td>
<td>-.0155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE: Number of studies, number of represented schools, or number of represented schools times years in parentheses.

The first pattern apparent in table 5 is that, regardless of the weighting scheme, in most cases the median effect is positive. This supports the previous vote-counting analysis that there are far more positive findings than negative findings. The only exception is at the high school level, in which the median effect is negative for math scores regardless of weighting, and negative for one of the cases of reading. Again, this closely matches the patterns of significance discussed earlier.

While generally positive, the median effect sizes tend to be small. In all cases but two, the absolute value of the median effect size is less than 0.10, or less than 1/10 of a standard deviation.
deviation of a test score. This is true for all of the unweighted median effects, as well as
the weighted effects when the number of schools times the number of years serves as
weight. Again, the only exception is at the high school level, and only under one of the
weighting schemes. When we weight by the number of schools only, the Gronberg and
Jansen (2008) study, which finds large and negative effects of charter schools, dominates
the sample. Weighting by number of schools times number of years downweights the
influence of this study as it studies only one year. With the exception of this subset of
studies, the differences using these two types of weighting schemes are relatively small.
Only at the high school level do the two methods offer qualitatively different results.

Looking across grade spans, it appears that the only consistently sizable positive effects
are found at the elementary school level. Regardless of weighting, the median effect size
in elementary math is around 8% of a standard deviation of a test score. In elementary
school reading, while the charter school effect is also consistently positive and around 8%
of a standard deviation when using weights, it is only around half that size when looking
at the unweighted median.

Some simple comparisons provide some perspective on whether an effect size of 0.08 is
large or small. A student with median test scores—ranking 50th out of 100 students—
would be predicted to move up to about the 47th rank out of 100 students after one
year at a charter school. This is not a large change, but over several years of such gains
it could be quite meaningful. For comparison purposes, Clotfelter, Ladd, and Vigdor
(2007) estimate that in North Carolina reducing class size by five students is associated
with gains in achievement of 1.0%-1.5% of a standard deviation.

The effect at the middle school level is fairly small (between 1% and 2% of a standard
deviation) regardless of whether we are looking at math or reading and whether we are
looking at unweighted or weighted medians. Charter schools do not seem to have sizable
effects in either direction at the middle school level.

At the high school level, the findings are more mixed. In high school math, all weightings
give a negative overall effect, but these differ in size enormously, from around 20% of
a standard distribution to only 2% of a standard deviation. In reading, the differing
weighting schemes actually have different signs on their median estimates, which in turn
reflects the different signs on the charter school variable across studies. It seems that we
are not able to confidently conclude much about the performance of charter schools in
high school reading.

Looking at medians gives us a good idea of what the “typical” study finds. We are also
interested in looking at the range of estimates. We can do this by looking at different points in each distribution of estimates. Tables 6a-c additionally present the estimates at the 25th and 75th percentiles as well as the mean estimates. Again, we present unweighted estimates and also employ two different weightings. The entries in the first columns of this set of tables repeat the median values shown in table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>25th Percentile</td>
<td>75th Percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0305</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>-0.0257</td>
<td>0.0905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>-0.0165</td>
<td>0.0694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0863</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.0377</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.0509</td>
<td>0.0336</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0718</td>
<td>0.00815</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0363</td>
<td>0.0266</td>
<td>-0.00591</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle/High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>-0.00359</td>
<td>-0.0553</td>
<td>0.0328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.00460</td>
<td>0.00173</td>
<td>-0.0473</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>-0.0206</td>
<td>-0.0414</td>
<td>-0.120</td>
<td>0.0375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>0.0356</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6a. Distribution of Effect Sizes, Unweighted
Table 6b. Distribution of Effect Sizes, Weighted by # of Charter Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Median</th>
<th>(2) Mean</th>
<th>(3) 25th Percentile</th>
<th>(4) 75th Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>-0.0122</td>
<td>-0.0190</td>
<td>0.0305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0175</td>
<td>-0.0046</td>
<td>-0.00591</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0777</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.0598</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary and Elementary/Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0343</td>
<td>0.00815</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
<td>-0.00591</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00551</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle and Middle/High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00321</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
<td>-0.177</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>-0.129</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6c. Distribution of Effect Sizes, Weighted by (# of Charter Schools) * (# of Years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Median</th>
<th>(2) Mean</th>
<th>(3) 25th Percentile</th>
<th>(4) 75th Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00948</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.0479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>-0.00591</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0661</td>
<td>0.0377</td>
<td>0.0801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.0602</td>
<td>0.0337</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary and Elementary/Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
<td>0.00815</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.0323</td>
<td>-0.00591</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00819</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle and Middle/High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00582</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
<td>0.00519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0182</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>-0.0155</td>
<td>-0.0964</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
<td>-0.0155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>-0.0338</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is very little qualitative difference between the two weighted tables at the elementary and middle school levels. In comparing the unweighted to the weighted ranges, however, we see that weighting leads to significant shrinking in the range of effects. The unweighted ranges tend to be much wider than the weighted ranges, indicating that both the relatively large negative and large positive effects tend to come from smaller-weight studies. Put differently, the studies that find large effects in either direction study a relatively small number of schools over a relatively short period of time. In some cases, when using either weighting scheme, the 25th and 75th percentile estimates are identical, especially in the middle and high school samples. This indicates that the median effect size in those cases come from a large-weight study, one that studies a lot of schools over a long time period. It also reflects the relatively small number of studies in those grade spans.

With the exception of the case of high schools, the bulk of these studies appear to find small positive effects. Of the 36 estimates of the 75th percentile effects in tables 6a-c, only 3 are negative. Conversely, at the 25th percentile only 18 of 36 estimates are negative, and only 4 of 36 median effects are negative. At the 25th percentile, the lower extreme that we present, the most negative effect is 5% of a standard deviation in middle school math, and this is replaced by a tiny positive effect when weights are applied. In high school, the picture is a bit more mixed, as discussed earlier.

Figures 1 and 2 show the histograms for effect sizes in all of the studies across grade spans, for math and reading respectively. In comparing the unweighted to the weighted cases, we can see that in both cases of math and reading the large positive effects tend to diminish in importance when we weight by the number of schools studied. When we give more weight to studies that cover more schools, the fraction of observations in the large positive bins falls, and the fraction in the small positive bin rises. This is another way of seeing the typical shrinking of the distribution when weights are applied, as discussed previously and shown in table 6.
Figure 1a. Distribution of Effect Sizes for All Math Studies, Treating Each Estimate Equally

Figure 1b. Distribution of Effect Sizes for All Math Studies, Weighting Each Estimate by Number of Charter Schools
Figure 2a. Distribution of Effect Sizes for All Reading Studies, Treating Each Estimate Equally

Figure 2b. Distribution of Effect Sizes for All Reading Studies, Weighting Each Estimate by Number of Charter Schools
We do not present the histograms for each grade span/subject combination due to space limitations. At the elementary school level, the general story told by the unweighted and weighted histograms in figures 1 and 2 hold—in both reading and math, weighting adds to the importance of the small positive effects. Figure 3 presents the weighted histogram for elementary school reading, re-affirming previous tests indicating that there is unlikely to be a negative charter school effect.

Figure 3. Distribution of Effect Sizes for Elementary Reading Studies, Weighting Each Estimate by Number of Charter Schools

There are no studies that find sizable effects in either direction at the middle school level. In the unweighted cases for both reading and math there are about the same number of studies on either side of zero, echoing the preceding vote-counting analysis. However, weighting distributes more importance to the small positive bin, in both reading and in math, meaning the negative effects in middle school in both subjects are found in low-weight studies. While the bulk after weighting ends up on the positive side of zero, most of these positive effects are quite small, as shown in table 5 and discussed above. We have already discussed the mixed picture at the high school level. For math, while there are studies finding large negative results, as well as small negative and small positive results,
weighting the studies using either method results in a virtual disappearance of the small positive effect. In high school math, charter schools are probably not outperforming traditional schools overall, echoing the result found using Fisher’s inverse Chi-squared test. The school-weighted histogram for high school math in figure 4 demonstrates this clearly, with the bulk of the distribution on the negative side of zero.

**Figure 4.** Distribution of Effect Sizes for High School Math Studies, Weighting Each Estimate by Number of Charter Schools

In summary, the main lesson learned from looking at the overall distribution of the estimated effect sizes found by researchers is this: while studies have found both large negative and large positive effects, most of the effects that are relatively large in magnitude are found in studies of relatively small scope. The larger-weight studies typically find small positive effects.
CONCLUSION

Our review of the literature on the effect of charter schools on math and reading achievement appears to establish several facts.

First, broadly speaking, there is ample evidence that charter schools outperform traditional public schools in some areas, and, to a slightly lesser degree, that charter schools underperform in other areas. There are far more significantly positive and significantly negative charter school effects in the value-added and lottery literature than we would expect if charter schools were never different from traditional public schools.

The mission of charter schools is to offer innovative curricula and teaching methods. The finding of considerable heterogeneity among charter schools probably reflects this spirit of innovation and experimentation. Of course, this begs the question of whether over time the weaker charter schools will shrink or close, while the better charter schools expand. Hanushek, Kain, Rivkin, and Branch (2007) provide fascinating evidence from Texas that parents are more likely to pull their children out of charter schools that boost students’ test scores by less than average. This is just one state, but the finding suggests that in the long run, heterogeneity in quality could lead to uniformly higher school quality in the charter sector. This statement is speculative, because for the weaker schools to shrink in size it is necessary that students who leave are not immediately replaced by new students. Further, we also need studies that check whether charter schools that close down, either voluntarily or because the chartering authority refuses to renew the charter agreement, are those with lower gains in student achievement.

Second, in a few cases the evidence to date is quite one-sided. For instance, elementary charter schools seem to be producing better gains in reading achievement than traditional public schools. Similarly, charter middle schools often outperform in math. Conversely, charter high schools seem to lag behind traditional public schools, especially in math. We urgently need more rigorous studies at the high school level.

Third, the overall evidence suggests that charter schools more typically outperform than underperform their traditional public school counterparts.

Fourth, median effect sizes are positive and roughly 8% of a standard deviation in elementary school for both math and reading. To put this into perspective, a student
with median test scores—ranking 50th out of 100 students—would be predicted to move up to about the 47th rank out of 100 students after one year at a charter school. This is not a large change, but over several years of such gains it could be meaningful. The median effect size at the middle school level is positive and varies between 1% and 2% of a standard deviation. These effects are relatively small, on the same order as some recent estimates of the effects of class size reduction. At the high school level, all methods suggest a negative median effect, but these differ in size enormously, from around 20% of a standard distribution in weighted estimates to only 2% of a standard deviation in unweighted estimates.

Fifth, the way in which we pose the question about achievement truly matters. Asking “What does the typical study show?” in some cases produces quite different answers than asking “For the typical charter school studied, what is the estimated effect on achievement?” We think the latter question holds far more relevance for policymakers, who must make decisions about whether to maintain charter school legislation, to increase or decrease the number of charter schools, or to eliminate charter schools altogether. When we give more weight to studies that include a greater number of charter schools, we tend to find less evidence of variation in the effects of charter schools.

Finally, even though we have learned a great deal about charter schools and achievement over the last decade, we need to exercise some caution in reading this literature. Researchers have conducted rigorous value-added or lottery-based studies of charter schools in only a very few states and major cities to date, and even here, the quality of the data and hence the quality of the analyses vary. In many cases, a few new soundly designed studies in a given grade span and subject area could lead to meaningful revisions to our understanding.
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